Disgusting Dykes in Boston's "Gay Pride" Parades

Tough bull dykes were on-hand to mete out "discipline," or just to chew tobacco as they scope-out any new talent. These homo lezbos freely marched around in public, blatantly displaying the foulest signs and disgusting behavior. Photos are from the MassResistance! website -- decent people fighting back against this kind of immorality now being forced down America's throat!
Unbelievably vile and sick people were out marching in full view of the decent public — all trying to be more perverted and sicker than the other!
Witness for yourself the big-mouthed Sickos in action on our city's streets (14:08). **Note the very first shot** in this video appropriately shows some Jew organization's banner. Go here for a giant-size listing of [Jew Groups](http://incogman.net) who have long been at the forefront of radical homosexual "rights" since the very beginning!
And the local media completely ignored the whole thing, absolutely failing to mention a single word in the local news, even though many streets were blocked off all across the city. When the local or national news media does manage to mention such events, you’ll see them only showing the few Homos who happen to look like normal, clean-cut people. They purposefully edit-out all the outwardly sick and dressed-up types (like the freak fag on the right).

Also, remember that this was but one event of many radical Homosexual displays foisted all week long on the poor people of Boston. From the MassResistance.org website:

"This was one of the official "gay pride week" events sponsored by major corporations and the state’s top politicians. On Friday evening, June 13, this is what anyone who was downtown, including lots of tourists with children, would have run into. These "adults" are a cross-section of the people in schools, businesses, and government who are promoting homosexual causes every day. Go to MassResistance to see more!"
Oh yeah, they’ll recruit alright: In our schools, playgrounds and in the media every chance they get! The video shows them chanting "10% is not enough!" Each one of them is dedicated to perverting more of our young, regardless of what any of us has to say. Young children who fall for this government-sponsored propaganda may be sexually confused for quite some time — if they don’t go totally "pink."
This is what our country is now becoming, ladies and gentlemen. Militant Slimeballs boldly proclaim who they like to do in bed, the kinds of things they like to do —

USA300 Flesh-Eating Microbe

all the while making a mockery of normal, decent people (they love that).

Where will it all lead? Surely a world where complete immorality is rampant and new diseases spring from unnatural acts — like the flesh-eating microbe, USA300 (right), that ends-up in the Hetero community (it has).
Sicko dykes, who managed to have children (probably in a clinic, or maybe even by a turkey baster), have zero problems exposing the young to such displays.
"Bois" refers to female-to-male transgenders or "trannys," like the she-male spotted on the right banging on a drum (it's a woman who wants to look like a man, but sexually is into other man-like females). How they keep things "straight" is sometimes even beyond them -- if you look closely, you'll see little stickers on their shoulders they use to "classify" themselves and advertise their own bizarre sexual peccadilloes.
Note the sign "New Dyke (teach me)" and the sign of one dyke saying she's more queer than the rest. Out-queering each other gets these faggots off big-time and is the reason why homos will always take things sicker and sicker. Doing their thing in front of straight people is what really gets them excited and turned on, so that's why we have to witness this kind of thing in public. Homos are a totally narcissistic bunch.
These are sick, **nasty people** who revel in displaying just **what they like to do to get off**. Stop and imagine for one second if heterosexuals did this kind of thing in public -- this illustrates the fact that such people are only out to display their sexual perversions in public and **it's never been a fairness issue at all**.

**We are literally giving away the USA** to these kind of people and will now have our faces smeared in their filth as they laughingly parade by us in utter contempt of any decency and
morality -- Christian or otherwise. And it has been the Jew who has unleashed these evil, totally decadent forces upon America. America was not paying any real attention back in the 1880's, when we allowed his small presence in the shadows to conspire at bringing in other Jews and, since then, the Jew has worked unfettered to promote and agitate people just like those shown above.

These same Jews (Ashkenazim/Talmudic) vigorously promoted Homosexuality in the Germany before Adolf Hitler, just like they do in the US today and we saw what happened there. Think about it!
I HAVE HAD QUITE ENOUGH OF THESE SICK PERVERTS. HAVEN'T YOU?

-- INCOG MAN, 2008
Don’t forget to check out my giant listing of radical Jews involved in pushing the Homo crap down America's throat. You won't believe just how much they have to do with the whole "gay" deal: **GO HERE**

**NOTE!** All the Jewish Extremists and Zionists spoken about here are mostly from the Khazari tribe originating from southern Russia (called the Ashkenazi), who converted in the mid-8th century, AD. Not the true Israelites of the Bible nor the Torah Jews (Neturei Karta). These particular interlopers have donned the cloak of Judaism, yet retained ancient criminal and parasitic functions among the Gentile nations. Over the centuries, their behavior has caused the Gentile host populations to rise up and throw them bodily out. **This has happened about 79 times.** Now, Zionist elements of them have control of important and powerful parts of America and other white Nations, as well as having their own stolen country in the Mideast that we’re now completely beholden to — no matter what they do to us or what they make us do to the world for them. According to their Talmud, we are nothing but “Goyim” or cattle to them.